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ABSTRACT10

Polar vortices are common planetary flows that encircle the pole in the middle or high latitudes,11

and are observed on of the most solar systems’ planetary atmospheres. Earth, Mars, and Titan have12

a polar vortex that is dynamically related to the mean meridional circulation undergoing a significant13

seasonal cycle; however, the polar vortex characteristics vary between the planets. To understand the14

mechanisms that influence the polar vortex dynamics, and its dependence on planetary parameters,15

we use an idealized general circulation model with a seasonal cycle, varying the obliquity, rotation16

rate, and orbital period. We find that there are distinct regimes for the polar vortex seasonal cycle17

across the parameter space. Some regimes have similarities to the observed polar vortices, including a18

weakening of the polar vortex during midwinter at slow rotation rates, similar to Titan’s polar vortex.19

However, other regimes found within the parameter space have no counterpart in the solar system.20

In addition, we show that for a significant fraction of the parameter space, the potential vorticity21

latitudinal structure is annular, similar to the observed structure of the polar vortex on Mars and22

Titan. We also find a suppression of storm activity during midwinter that shares similarities with the23

suppression observed on Mars and Earth, which occurs in simulations where the jet speed is greater24

than 60 ms−1. This wide variety of polar vortex dynamical regimes that shares similarities to observed25

polar vortices suggest that among exoplanets, there can be a wide variability of polar vortices.26

Keywords: Atmospheric circulation(112)–Solar system terrestrial planets(797)–Exoplante atmospheric27

variabiltiy(2020)–Planetary climate(2184)28

1. INTRODUCTION29

Polar vortices are a ubiquitous feature of planetary30

atmospheres, with Earth, Venus, Mars, Titan, Jupiter,31

Saturn, and possibly Neptune and Pluto all exhibiting32

polar vortices (e.g., French & Gierasch 1979; Teanby33

et al. 2008; Dyudina et al. 2008; Luz et al. 2011; Polvani34

et al. 2010; Mitchell et al. 2015; Adriani et al. 2018).35

These polar vortices are a fundamental aspect of the36

atmospheric circulation, and can be the site of unique37
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microphysical and chemical processes, e.g., ozone deple-38

tion in Earth’s stratosphere, CO2 condensation on Mars,39

and HCN clouds on Titan. There is no unique defini-40

tion of a polar vortex, but here we follow Waugh et al.41

(2017) and define polar vortices as strong, planetary-42

scale flows that encircle the pole in the middle or high43

latitudes. The edge of such vortex can be defined by the44

latitude at which the zonal wind reaches its hemispheric45

maximum, which is also referred to as the latitude of the46

atmospheric jet. Alternatively, it can also be defined by47

a region of high potential vorticity (PV), with the vortex48

edge being at the latitude with the steepest meridional49

PV gradients. Here we will use both the terms polar50
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Figure 1. Top row: The maximum wind speed (ms−1), for a vertical mean between σ = 0.25 and σ = 0.5 in the southern
hemisphere during southern hemisphere winter. Bottom row: The latitude of maximum winds (shading) and latitude of
descending branch of the Hadley cell. In a and d, ω = 1, in b and e, γ = 30◦, and in c and f, Ω = 1.

vortex and jet, with polar vortex used primarily when51

discussing the PV structure and jet when discussing the52

zonal wind structure.53

While polar vortices are common, their characteris-54

tics vary among the solar system planets. This includes55

not only variations in the size and strength of the polar56

vortices, but also their seasonal variability. For exam-57

ple, the polar vortices on Earth and Mars are gener-58

ally strongest (strongest winds and steepest PV gradi-59

ents) around or after the winter solstice (e.g., Mitchell60

et al. 2015; Waugh et al. 2017), whereas observations61

and model simulations suggest that Titan’s polar vortex62

obtains its strongest winds during late fall and the polar63

vortex weakens during midwinter (e.g., Lora et al. 2015;64

Teanby et al. 2017, 2019). There are also differences in65

their PV structure: On Earth, the PV generally has a66

monopolar meridional structure with PV maximizing (in67

absolute terms) at or near the pole (e.g., Polvani et al.68

2010), whereas on Mars and Titan there is an annular69

structure with the maximum PV away from the pole70

(e.g., Mitchell et al. 2015; Waugh et al. 2016; Sharkey71

et al. 2020, 2021). The causes of some differences are72

known, but others are not explained and there is a need73

to better understand the underlying mechanisms con-74

trolling the polar vortex dynamics on the different plan-75

ets. This will not only improve understanding of the76

atmospheric dynamics on these planets, but will also77

provide insights into possible structure/evolution of po-78

lar vortices on terrestrial exoplanets.79

Another area where a better understanding is needed80

is the relation between polar vortices and storm activity.81

In Earth’s troposphere the storm activity over the north82

Pacific ocean weakens during midwinter even though83

the jet is strongest during this period (Nakamura 1992).84

This phenomenon also appears over the north Atlantic85

ocean during years with a strong jet (Afargan & Kaspi86

2017). The suppression of storm activity during midwin-87

ter is in odds with linear models of baroclinic instability,88

but can be explained when considering the dephasing of89

the baroclinic wave when the jet is stronger (Hadas &90

Kaspi 2021). On Mars, similar to Earth, there is also a91

suppression of baroclinic activity during solstice, which92

is again the period where the jet is strongest (e.g., Lewis93

et al. 2016; Mulholland et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2018). Al-94

though there are similarities between the two planets,95

there are also some differences in the characteristics of96

the suppression that occurs on both planets (Lewis et al.97

2016). Given that on both planets there is a suppression98

of storm activity during the period with the strongest jet99

suggests that this suppression can occur in other planets100

and there is a need to better understand how common101

is this phenomenon in planetary atmospheres.102
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In this study we seek to understand the dynamics gov-103

erning these phenomena by varying three planetary pa-104

rameters, the rotation rate, obliquity, and orbital pe-105

riod, in an idealized three-dimensional general circula-106

tion model (GCM). Using this large suite of simulations,107

we analyze the polar vortex structure, seasonal evolution108

and its seasonal relation to storm activity. Although the109

idealized model neglects some processes, such as CO2110

condensation, which was shown to be essential for the111

polar vortex characteristics on Mars (e.g., Toigo et al.112

2017; Seviour et al. 2017), it simplifies the problem al-113

lowing for identification of the key parameters and dy-114

namical processes.115

The model used in this study is described in section116

2. In section 3 we examine how the jet strength and117

seasonality depends on the planetary parameters. We118

show that the flows observed on the solar system terres-119

trial planets are found within our parameter space and120

align with the specific planet’s parameters. Addition-121

ally, we show new regimes within the parameter space,122

that do not resemble the flow observed in the solar sys-123

tem terrestrial atmospheres. In section 4 we discuss the124

relationship between the jet strength and EKE; we show125

that a midwinter minimum in EKE occurs in our param-126

eter space. Following that, we discuss the PV structure127

of the polar vortex in section 5, showing that a state of128

an annular PV, similar to that observed on Mars and129

Titan, is common. We conclude in section 6.130

2. MODEL AND SIMULATIONS131

To understand the variability of the polar vortex’s sea-132

sonal cycle in planetary atmospheres, we use an idealized133

GCM with a seasonal cycle based on the GFDL dynam-134

ical core (Guendelman & Kaspi 2019). The model is an135

aquaplanet GCM with a 10m depth slab ocean. The136

model is forced at the top of the atmosphere with a137

diurnal mean seasonal insolation. The radiation trans-138

fer in the atmosphere is represented using a two-stream139

radiation scheme (Frierson et al. 2006) where we keep140

the optical depth constant in latitude. The model uti-141

lizes a simplified parameterization for moist convection142

(Frierson et al. 2006) and neglects different effects such143

as clouds and ice. Additionally, the simplicity of the144

model’s radiation scheme and the lack of an ozone layer145

results in a different flow in the model’s stratosphere146

compared to that of Earth (e.g., Tan et al. 2019).147

We run simulations varying the rotation rate (Ω) from148

1/16 to 2 time Earth’s rotation rate, obliquity (γ) from149

10◦ to 90◦ and the orbital period (ω) from 1/8 to 4150

times Earth’s orbital period, using 360 days in an Earth-151

like orbital period. We run three different sub-spaces of152

this parameter space by keeping one of the parameters153

constant (γ = 30◦, Ω = 1 and ω = 1) at a T42 resolution154

and 25 vertical σ levels (σ = p/ps, where ps is the surface155

pressure). All simulations run for at least 80 Earth years156

(360 days), and climatology is calculated using the latter157

50 years (based on the simulation’s orbital period).158

Each of the three parameters has a different effect159

on the planetary climate. The degree of seasonality is160

controlled mainly by the planet’s obliquity and orbital161

period. The obliquity resolves the latitudinal seasonal162

cycle of the top of the atmosphere solar forcing. The or-163

bital period controls the timescale that the atmosphere164

has to adjust to radiative changes and plays a crucial165

role in the resulting seasonal cycle. Unlike the previous166

two parameters that relate mainly to the atmosphere’s167

radiative forcing, the rotation rate is a crucial parameter168

that strongly affects the atmospheric circulation (Kaspi169

& Showman 2015).170

3. JET STRENGTH AND SEASONALITY171

3.1. Parameter space overview172

Jets persist across the parameter space explored. In173

most cases, the strongest jet is in the winter hemisphere.174

However, for strong seasonality and slow rotation rate175

there are weak winds in the winter and the prominent176

vortex is in the summer hemisphere (Guendelman et al.177

2021). In this study, we will mainly focus on the winter178

jet.179

The strength and latitude of the jet varies significantly180

within the explored parameter space. Figure 1 shows181

the dependence of the maximum wind speed (top row)182

and the latitude of the winter jet (bottom row, colors)183

on the different parameters. The wind speed changes184

non-monotonically with the rotation rate (Fig. 1a-b), a185

similar trend was noticed and explained using angular186

momentum conservation arguments in previous studies187

(Kaspi & Showman 2015; Wang et al. 2018; Guendel-188

man et al. 2021). The winds strength dependence on the189

orbital period is monotonic, where the wind strength in-190

creases for longer orbital periods (Fig. 1b-c). The depen-191

dence of the maximum wind speed on obliquity depends192

on the orbital period, for long orbital periods the depen-193

dence is non-monotonic with the wind speed maximiz-194

ing at moderate obliquity values (Fig. 1a,c), which can195

be explained using considerations of angular momentum196

conservation (Guendelman et al. 2021). For short orbital197

periods, the maximum wind speed decreases monotoni-198

cally with obliquity (Fig. 1c). This monotonic decrease199

with obliquity is a result of the dominance of the annual200

mean climate at short orbital periods. As the obliquity201

increases, the annual mean insolation meridional gradi-202

ent decreases and reverses for obliquities larger than 54◦203

(Guendelman & Kaspi 2019). This in turn results in a204
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Figure 2. Selected simulations demonstrating the most dominant types of seasonal behavior within the parameter space. Plots
shows the zonal mean zonal wind vertically averaged between σ = 0.25 and σ = 0.5. Column A shows the jet dependence
on obliquity in the case of a short orbital period and Earth-like rotation rate, i.e., weak seasonality. Column B shows the jet
dependence on the orbital period for moderate obliquity and rotation rate. Columns C and D show the jet dependence on the
rotation rate for Earth-like orbital period, and obliquity 30◦ and 70◦ respectively. Highlighted panels are the representative
cases of the distinct behavior of the jet in the parameter space and are summarized in Figure 3. Note different colorscale for
each column.

decrease in the temperature meridional gradient and a205

weakening of the jet.206

The variation of the jet’s latitude is in good agreement207

with the latitude of the ascending edge of the Hadley208

circulation (Fig. 1d-f), indicating that the jet correlates209

to the mean meridional circulation. That said, there210

is a misfit for short orbital periods and high obliquity211

(Fig. 1f), where there are weak westerlies and the max-212

imum wind speed is close to zero (Fig. 1c), i.e., there is213

no winter polar vortex. In cases of high obliquities and214

short orbital periods, the climate has a weak seasonal215

cycle and reversed temperature gradients (Guendelman216

& Kaspi 2019), which results in a significantly different217

circulation (Kang et al. 2019).218

In addition to variations in the strength of the winter219

vortex, the seasonal evolution of the polar vortex de-220

pends on the planetary parameters (Fig. 2). To show221

this, we focus our attention on several representative222
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Figure 3. Main distinct regimes of jet (vertical mean wind between σ = 0.25 and σ = 0.5) seasonal cycle detected in the
parameter space, these panels are the highlighted panels in Figure 2. The details of each case are summarized in the text.

subspaces of our parameter space. First, consider the223

regime with short orbital periods (Fig. 2A). In this224

regime, the seasonal variability is weak, and the annual225

mean climate dominates. At low obliquities, the polar226

vortex is in the midlatitudes (bottom panel in Fig. 2A);227

as obliquity increases, the vortex weakens to a point228

where it no longer exists, and instead of a westerly jet,229

there is an easterly jet. This is a result of the annual230

mean insolation gradient dependence on obliquity, where231

it weakens and reverses as obliquity increases (Guendel-232

man & Kaspi 2019).233

Increasing the orbital period increases the seasonal234

variability and the strength of the jet (Fig. 2B). The235

jet seasonal cycle becomes more complex as the orbital236

period is increased, both in terms of its strength and237

latitudinal position. For cases with intermediate to fast238

rotation rates with a long enough orbital periods (e.g.239

Ω ≥ 1/2, ω > 1/2 in Fig. 2B), the jet occurs solely240

between fall and spring, and is strongest and in its241

most poleward position during midwinter. Additionally,242

when the orbital period becomes very long the jet splits243

into two separate jets during late winter (top panel in244

Fig. 2B).245

Consider now the jet variations with the rotation rate246

(Fig. 2C). In the Earth-like case, i.e., fast rotation rate247

and moderate obliquity (top panel in Fig. 2C), the dom-248

inant jet occurs during winter with only small variations249

in its position. Decreasing the rotation rate (going down250

in Fig. 2), the jet shifts poleward, and its strength varies251

non-monotonically. At slow rotation rates, the jet devel-252

ops a unique seasonal cycle where the wind speed weak-253

ens during midwinter (bottom panel in Fig. 2C). A sim-254

ilar transition occurs for higher obliquity (Fig. 2D). The255

jet for intermediate rotation rates with higher obliquity256

shows a complex seasonal cycle, where the wind speed257

is non-monotonic during winter, and there is a jet split258

during late winter (for example, second panel from the259

top of Fig. 2D). In addition, at high obliquities and slow260

rotation rates, the summer polar vortex is more dom-261

inant than its winter counterpart (Guendelman et al.262

2021, bottom panel in Fig. 2D).263

Figure 3 shows six specific cases that highlight the264

different regimes of the jet seasonal cycle detected within265

the parameter space. The regimes are as follows:266

1. Weak seasonality, normal climate - The jet is in the267

midlatitudes with weak-to-no seasonality. This oc-268

curs at low and moderate obliquity and a short269

orbital period (e.g., ω = 1/8, γ = 10◦ and Ω = 1).270

2. Weak seasonality, reverse climate - No polar vor-271

tex, easterly winds in the low- and mid-latitudes272

with weak seasonality. This occurs at high obliq-273

uity and a short orbital period (e.g., ω = 1/8, γ =274

90◦ and Ω = 1).275
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3. Earth-like - The jet strengthens and shifts slightly276

poleward during midwinter. This occurs at mod-277

erate obliquity and fast rotation rate (e.g., ω = 1,278

γ = 30◦ and Ω = 1).279

4. Winter jet weakening - The jet weakens during280

midwinter; this is accompanied by a slight pole-281

ward shift of the jet. This occurs at moderate-high282

obliquity and slow rotation rate (e.g., ω = 1/8,283

γ = 10◦ and Ω = 1/16).284

5. Late winter jet split - The jet strengthens and285

shifts poleward during winter, and during late win-286

ter/spring, the jet splits into two jets. This occurs287

at moderate obliquity, moderate-fast rotation rate,288

and long orbital period (e.g., ω = 1/8, γ = 10◦ and289

Ω = 1).290

6. Double jet with varied seasonality - There exists291

subtropical and polar jets, each having a differ-292

ent seasonality. This occurs at high obliquity and293

moderate rotation rate (e.g., ω = 1/8, γ = 10◦294

and Ω = 1).295

In the remainder of this section, we will examine more296

closely the dynamics of these different regimes.297

3.2. Weak seasonal cycle298

First, we consider the regimes with a weak seasonal299

cycle, which in our simulations occur for short orbital300

periods. The climate and atmospheric circulation on301

planets with a short enough orbital period, such that the302

annual mean forcing dominate, strongly depends on the303

planetary obliquity, which influences the annual mean304

insolation.305

There are two processes that can accelerate and main-306

tain a jet. In the first, as a result of an equator-to-307

pole temperature differences, a meridional circulation308

from warm to cold latitudes develops. Air parcel that309

flows from low to high latitudes gains angular momen-310

tum, accelerating the jet. A jet that is maintained311

through this process is called a thermally-driven jet312

(Vallis 2017). The second process that accelerates a jet313

occurs in baroclinic unstable regions. Waves that de-314

velop in these regions converge momentum towards the315

disturbance regions and accelerate an eddy-driven jet316

(Vallis 2017). On Earth, these processes occur in prox-317

imity, and the resulting jet is called a merged jet; how-318

ever, the jet changes its characteristics during the sea-319

sonal cycle (Lachmy & Harnik 2014; Yuval et al. 2018).320

At low obliquities (γ < 54◦), the maximum insolation321

and temperature are at the equator, and the circulation322

is similar to Earth’s annual mean circulation (Fig. 4).323

In each hemisphere there is a Hadley cell in the tropics,324
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Figure 4. An equivalent June-August temporal mean of
the vertical structure of temperature (K, first row), zonal
mean zonal wind (ms−1, second row), and mean meridional
circulation (Kg s−1, third row, red denotes counter clockwise
circulation), for γ = 10◦ (left column) and γ = 90◦ (right
column) with Ω = 1 and ω = 1/8.

a Ferrel cell in the midlatitudes, and jet between these325

two cells (e.g., Vallis 2017). This jet, is a merged jet,326

i.e., a merger between the subtropical jet at the edge327

of the Hadley circulation and an eddy-driven jet in the328

Ferrel cell (e.g., Lachmy & Harnik 2014).329

In contrast, for high obliquity (> 54◦) there is a re-330

versal of the insolation gradients and the minimum tem-331

perature is at the equator. Instead of air ascending at332

the equator and descending at the midlatitudes, there is333

a cross-equatorial circulation. The warmer hemisphere334

dictates the direction of that cross-equatorial circula-335

tion, i.e., the cross-equatorial flow will be from the sum-336

mer hemisphere (northern hemisphere in Fig. 4) to the337

winter hemisphere (summer hemisphere in Fig. 4). This338

suggests that, unlike the low obliquity case where small339

deviation in the temperature field results in small de-340

viations in the circulation, in the high obliquity case,341

small changes in the temperature field result in signifi-342
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Figure 5. Comparison of the seasonal cycle of three simulations, Ω = 1, 1/4 and 1/16 with ω = 1, γ = 30◦. Top row:
Temperature at σ = 0.5 (K, shading) and the pattern of the top of the atmosphere forcing (Wm−2, contours). Second row: The
mean meridional circulation at σ = 0.5 (Kg s−1, red is southhward flow). Third row: The zonal mean zonal wind at σ = 0.5
(ms−1). Fourth row: vertical velocity at σ = 0.5 (Pa s−1).

cant variations to the circulation. Furthermore, the an-343

nual mean circulation in the high obliquity case does not344

appear during the seasonal cycle, and is an artifact of the345

annual averaging. Unlike the meridional circulation, the346

zonal mean zonal wind has only small variations during347

the seasonal cycle. It consists of weak westerlies close348

to the surface, and no westerlies, i.e., no polar vortex at349

high altitudes.350

3.3. Winter jet weakening351

For Earth-like conditions, the jet strengthens during352

the winter, reaching its maximum during midwinter.353

However, for planets with a slow enough rotation rate354

(i.e., Ω ≤ 0.25) and a strong enough seasonal cycle (high355

obliquity and long orbital period, Figs. 2C-D), the win-356

ter jet weakens during midwinter. As the seasonal cycle357

becomes stronger, the summer jet weakening occurs at358

a faster rotation rate (Figs. 2C-D).359

To further understand the seasonal transition to a360

midwinter weakening of the jet, we compare the sea-361

sonal evolution of three cases with different rotation362

rates (Ω = 1, /1/4, /1/16) and otherwise the same pa-363

rameters (ω = 1 and γ = 30◦). Comparing the latitudi-364
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Figure 6. Top row: The zonal mean zonal wind (at a height of σ = 0.5) around southern hemisphere winter for ω = 4, γ = 30◦

and Ω = 0.5. Vertical lines represent the time average period for the respective columns shown below. Second row: Vertical
structure of the zonal mean zonal wind (ms−1). Third row: Vertical structure of the mean meridional circulation (1012 Kg s−1.
Fourth row: Vertical structure of temperature (K). Fifth row: Vertical structure of eddy momentum flux convergence ms−2.

nal structure of the temperature at σ = 0.5 and mean365

meridional circulation (top two rows in Fig. 5), shows366

that regions of weak meridional temperature gradient367

correspond to regions with a strong mean meridional368

circulation. The weak temperature gradients are the re-369

sult of efficient heat transport by the mean meridional370

circulation. In addition, the high-level temperature in371

the ascending and descending regions of the Hadley cir-372

culation are warmer than other latitudes (top row in373

Fig. 5). The reason for this warming differs between374

the ascending and descending regions. The ascending375

region is warmer because of the stronger radiative heat-376

ing and latent heating occurring in the summer hemi-377

sphere, while the descending region is warmer because378

of the combined effect of the Hadley cell heat transport379

and adiabatic heating due to the descending motion in380

this region.381

The main difference between the regime where the jet382

strengthens during midwinter (fast or intermediate rota-383

tion rates) and the regime with a midwinter weakening384

of the jet (slow rotation rates) is that the Hadley cell385

extends from one pole to the other in the latter case,386
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but not the former (third row in Fig. 5). As a result,387

in cases with fast and intermediate rotation rates, there388

is a strong temperature gradient at high latitudes due389

to radiative cooling closer to the pole, as these regions390

receive low to no radiation during winter (see insolation391

patterns in the top row of Fig. 5). These meridional392

temperature gradients maintain the strong jet during393

midwinter. However, this is not the case in the slow394

rotation rate case, where the temperature gradient is395

weak as a result of the expansion of the Hadley circula-396

tion and the descending motion being close to the winter397

pole (Fig. 5).398

Examining the seasonal evolution shows that in cases399

with fast rotation rates, where the Hadley circulation400

width is constrained (e.g., Guendelman & Kaspi 2018),401

strong cooling occurs in the winter hemisphere. The402

edge of the Hadley cell, which can be inferred from the403

temperature field at σ = 0.5 as a warm patch in the win-404

ter hemisphere, is in the jet vicinity. For an Earth-like405

rotation rate, where the Hadley cell covers the tropics,406

the meridional temperature gradients are not as sharp407

as the temperature gradients in the Ω = 1/4 case, where408

the descending edge is more poleward. During the sea-409

sonal cycle, these gradients become even sharper, and410

thus the jet is stronger (Fig. 5). However, in the slow411

rotation rate case, the cooling of polar latitudes occurs412

only in short periods during spring and autumn, where413

descending motion does not reach the poles (bottom row414

in Fig 5). In contrast, during winter, the descending mo-415

tion is in the polar regions, diminishing the meridional416

temperature gradients, resulting in a weaker jet (Fig. 5).417

To summarize, for slow rotation rates and strong418

enough seasonal cycle, the Hadley circulation extends419

from one pole to the other during midwinter. The wide420

circulation and the descending motion around the pole,421

result in weak meridional temperature gradients and a422

weak polar vortex during midwinter. This is not the423

case for the transition seasons or faster rotation rates.424

In these cases, the descending motion is equatorward425

of the pole, and the primary process that occurs at the426

pole is radiative cooling. The cooling in the polar regions427

creates a strong temperature gradient that maintains a428

strong polar vortex (Fig. 5).429

3.4. Late winter jet split430

Next we consider the regime where the jet splits dur-431

ing the transition seasons. This occurs for long orbital432

periods, intermediate obliquity, and intermediate-to-fast433

rotation rates. Figure 6 shows the detailed evolution of434

the zonal mean zonal wind, mean meridional circula-435

tion, temperature and eddy momentum fluxes for this436

case. Although the most noticeable split occurs during437

late winter-spring transition, there is a weaker jet split438

during early winter-fall (e.g., see southern hemisphere in439

the rightmost column in Fig. 6). Both split jets result440

from similar dynamics that relate to the seasonal cycle441

of the Hadley circulation. In the transition seasons, the442

circulation is close to hemispherically symmetric, and443

due to the relatively fast rotation rate, the cells span444

only up to midlatitudes (∼ 30◦, rightmost column in445

Fig. 6), and the thermally driven jet is in the descend-446

ing edge of the Hadley circulation. The polar latitudes447

during early and late winter are colder than the midlat-448

itudes, resulting in steep meridional temperature gradi-449

ents that maintain the eddy-driven jet there (Fig. 6). In450

contrast, during midwinter the Hadley circulation be-451

comes cross-equatorial, and its descending edge reaches452

higher latitudes (two left columns in Fig. 6). This re-453

sults in a poleward shift of the thermally driven jet and454

merging of the thermally driven jet with the eddy driven455

jet (Fig. 6). The split of the jet into its thermally- and456

eddy-driven components also occurs on Earth (Lachmy457

& Harnik 2014; Yuval et al. 2018), however, it is local-458

ized and less robust. In addition, a split jet was found459

in previous modeling studies of planets with a seasonal460

cycle due to non-zero eccentricity, where they were also461

related to long orbital periods (Guendelman & Kaspi462

2020). This points to a characteristic eddy timescale463

that allows this phenomenon to develop mainly for long464

enough orbital periods.465

3.5. Double jet with varying seasonality466

At high obliquities and intermediate-slow rotation467

rates the seasonality of the westerly jets are very com-468

plex (Fig. 2D). For the case shown in Fig. 3 the jet weak-469

ens during midwinter and splits during the transitions470

seasons. At first glance, this is simply a combination of471

the previous two regimes discussed above, the winter jet472

weakening and the late winter jet splitting. However, a473

deeper examination shows substantial differences in the474

vertical temperature structure and dynamics. Different475

than the low obliquity case, where the polar latitudes476

in the upper atmosphere are colder than the midlati-477

tudes, in the high obliquity case they are warmer. This478

leads to both a temperature inversion in the vertical479

and a reversed meridional temperature gradient at the480

top of the atmosphere (Fig. 7). This temperature struc-481

ture and the fast radiative transitions that occur at high482

obliquities results in the complex seasonal cycle seen in483

high obliquities and intermediate rotation rates.484

During autumn-early winter, there are two different485

jets in the winter hemisphere, one jet at the descending486

edge of the Hadley circulation and a weaker polar jet487

that results from the temperature gradients in the po-488
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Figure 7. Top row: The zonal mean zonal wind (ms−1) southern hemisphere seasonal cycle around southern hemisphere winter
for ω = 1, γ = 70◦ and Ω = 0.5. Vertical lines represent the time average period for the respective column shown below. Second
row: The zonal mean zonal wind (ms−1). Third row: mean meridional circulation (Kg s−1). Fourth row: The vertical structure
of temperature (K). Fifth row: Eddy momentum flux convergence (ms−2).

lar latitudes. During midwinter, the Hadley circulation489

widens, and the jets merge. Similar to the midwinter490

jet weakening regime discussed previously, the widening491

of the Hadley circulation results in weaker temperature492

gradients and a weaker jet (Fig. 7). In late winter and493

the beginning of spring, the Hadley circulation narrows,494

a jet forms in the descending region of the winter cell495

and separates from the polar jet that strengthens due to496

the cooling of the mid-troposphere. As a result of the497

complexity of the seasonal cycle and the response of the498

meridional circulation, the subtropical jet is centered499

in the mid-troposphere inside the Hadley cell (Fig. 7,500

around latitude 30◦ and σ = 0.5), rather than the edge501

of the circulation. In addition, there is only weak eddy502

momentum flux convergence in all the jets, suggesting503

that the jets are mainly thermally driven.504

In addition to the winter jets, in this case, we can505

see the dominance of the summer jet (middle panel in506

Fig. 7). This summer jet is discussed in detail in Guen-507

delman et al. (2021), and is related to the widening of508

Hadley circulation and the increased efficiency of verti-509
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cal momentum transport with decreasing rotation rate510

at high obliquity.511

Finally, we note that in this regime, the complex sea-512

sonal cycle at high obliquities results from the temper-513

ature response to the radiative forcing. This could be514

the result of the simplified radiation scheme used in this515

model. However, Kang (2019) using a different model516

showed a similar vertical temperature structure, with517

warmer poles at higher levels, for high obliquity. This518

indicates that this is not a model issue, and is a robust519

response to the high obliquity radiative forcing.520

4. RELATION BETWEEN THE JET AND STORM521

ACTIVITY522

0.05 0.2 0.35 0.5 0.65 0.8

Figure 8. Top: Vertically integrated EKE (shading,
106Jm−2, Eq. 1) and zonal mean zonal wind (contours, con-
tour intervals are 10ms−1) seasonal cycle at a height of
σ = 0.3 for an Earth-like simulation (a) and for a simulation
with ω = 4, γ = 30◦ and Ω = 1/2 (b, the same simulation
used for the late winter jet split). Bottom, scatter plot of
vertically integrated EKE (106Jm−2) as a function of the jet
strength (ms−1) for an Earth-like simulation (c) and for a
simulation with ω = 4, γ = 30◦ and Ω = 1/2 (d). Each
point represents the value of vertically integrated EKE for
of the maximum latitudinal wind in each given day.

The jet regions are usually collocated with a region of523

increased storm activity, a result of the increased baro-524

clinicity in the jet region (Vallis 2017). The storm activ-525

ity is measured here as the variance of the total kinetic526

energy, expressed as the vertically integrated eddy ki-527

netic energy (EKE)528

[EKE] =

∫
u′2 + v′2

2

dp

g
, (1)529

where u′ and v′ are the deviations from the zonal mean530

(u, v) and square brackets denote vertical integration.531

Linear baroclinic instability theory predicts that EKE532

will increase with increasing jet strength (Charney 1947;533

Eady 1949). However, this is not the case in all our534

simulations, and in some cases the EKE is weaker during535

periods when the jet is strongest. The occurrence of536

this phenomenon is dispersed throughout the parameter537

space, occurring mainly in intermediate obliquity values538

with either long orbital period or intermediate rotation539

rates. For simplicity, we use the example simulation540

of the late-winter jet split regime (Ω = 1/2, γ = 30◦541

and ω = 4) also as an example of an - EKE minimum542

simulation. However, suppression of storm activity and543

late-winter jet split do not always occur together.544

In both the Earth-like and EKE minimum simula-545

tions, the jet reaches its maximum strength during mid-546

winter (Fig. 3 and 8a-b). However, the response of the547

EKE is different between the two. In the Earth-like sim-548

ulation, the EKE follows the strengthening of the jet.549

In the EKE minimum simulation, the EKE maximizes550

during the transition seasons and is weaker during mid-551

winter. Focusing on the EKE minimum scenario, during552

autumn-early winter, the jet is in the descending edge553

of the Hadley cell and can be characterized as a merged554

jet, where the poleward flank of the jet is eddy driven,555

which is evident from both the Ferrel cell close to the556

winter pole and the eddy momentum flux convergence557

there (Fig. 6). During midwinter, with the widening of558

the Hadley cell, the jet shifts poleward and strengthens.559

The eddy momentum flux convergence is weaker com-560

pared to the transition seasons (Fig. 6), as well as the561

EKE (Fig. 8b). During late winter, the jet shifts equa-562

torward and splits into a merged jet and an eddy-driven563

jet (Fig. 6 and 8), and EKE starts to strengthen again.564

A similar minimum of EKE occurs on Earth over the565

Pacific (Nakamura 1992); however, there are different566

characteristics between the two. First, on Earth, the jet567

shifts equatorward during midwinter, unlike our simu-568

lation, where it shifts poleward. In addition, the jet on569

Earth transitions from a merged jet during the tran-570

sition season to a more subtropical, thermally driven571

jet during midwinter (e.g., Yuval et al. 2018). While572

there are these differences in characteristics, the expla-573

nation for the EKE minimum on Earth proposed by574

Hadas & Kaspi (2021) who connected the decrease in575

EKE with a decrease in the number of storms and the576

storms lifetime due to a disconnect between the upper577
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and lower levels with the increasing jet strength can also578

apply for our simulations, given the similar jet speed579

dependence. When comparing the Earth-like and EKE580

minimum simulations, at lower jet speeds we can see a581

similar jet strength dependence (Fig. 8c-d). However,582

the jet in the EKE minimum simulation reaches higher583

speeds than in the Earth-like simulation, and surpasses a584

threshold where EKE starts to decrease with increasing585

jet strength (Fig. 8c-d). This holds more generally, with586

mid-winter minimum in EKE occurring in simulations587

where the jet speed exceeds around 60-70 m/s. In ad-588

dition, as the jet strengthens, it also narrows (Fig. 8b),589

and Harnik & Chang (2004) have shown that as the jet590

narrows there is a decrease in the meridional wavelength591

of the perturbation resulting in the perturbations grow-592

ing less, and this can be an explanation of the EKE593

minimum.594

5. POTENTIAL VORTICITY STRUCTURE595

The potential vorticity (PV) is a useful quantity when596

studying the dynamics of vortices (Hoskins et al. 1985),597

as in the absence of diabatic forcing and friction PV acts598

as a conserved tracer. We calculate the PV using599

PV = g(f + ζ)
∂θ

∂p
, (2)600

where g is the surface gravity, f = 2Ω sinϕ, ϕ is latitude,601

θ is the potential temperature, and ζ is the vertical com-602

ponent of the relative vorticity given by603

ζ =
1

a cosϕ

∂v

∂λ
− 1

a cosϕ

∂

∂ϕ
(u cosϕ), (3)604

where λ is longitude. Because PV can vary signifi-605

cantly in its vertical structure, we follow previous studies606

(e.g., Lait 1994; Mitchell et al. 2015; Waugh et al. 2016;607

Sharkey et al. 2021) and use the scaled PV given by608

PVs = PV

(
θ

θ0

)−(1+R/cp)

, (4)609

where θ0 is a reference potential temperature. This form610

removes a significant amount of the PV vertical varia-611

tion.612

In Earth’s atmosphere, PV generally monotonically613

increases (in absolute values) from the equator to the614

poles. However, this is not the case on Mars (e.g.,615

Mitchell et al. 2015) or Titan (Sharkey et al. 2020, 2021),616

where the PV has an annular structure, i.e., it maximizes617

equatorward from the poles. The persistence of an annu-618

lar PV structure is somewhat surprising as past studies619

have shown that an annular PV structure is barotrop-620

ically unstable (Dritschel & Polvani 1992). Given this,621

Figure 9. PV (solid) and zonal mean zonal wind (dashed)
meridional structure in the winter hemisphere, for different
parameter values for a temporal mean of days 180-240 and
σ = 0.5. Each line is normalized by its maximum value.
(a) black is for Ω = 1, blue is for Ω = 1/4 and red is for
Ω = 1/16, other parameters are constant with ω = 1 and
γ = 30◦. (b) black is for γ = 20◦, blue is for γ = 50◦ and
red is for γ = 80◦, other parameters are constant with ω = 1
and Ω = 1. (c) black is for ω = 1, blue is for ω = 4 and red
is for ω = 4, other parameters are constant with Ω = 1 and
γ = 30◦.

studies of the Martian polar vortex have suggested that622

forcing is needed to maintain the annular structure (e.g.,623

Mitchell et al. 2015). Toigo et al. (2017) suggested that624

latent heating from CO2 condensation is what forces625

the annular PV structure on Mars. In addition to that,626

Scott et al. (2020) have shown, using a simplified shallow627

water model, that annular PV can also be maintained628

solely due to transport from the Hadley circulation.629

To examine the dependence of the PV structure on the630

different planetary parameters, it is insightful to com-631

pare the latitudinal structures of PV together with that632

of the zonal mean zonal wind. For a close to Earth-like633

configuration (black lines in Fig. 9a), the jet is at around634

20◦ and the strongest PV meridional gradients occur635
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close to this latitude. There is a local maximum in the636

PV near the jet, but it is not a global maximum, and the637

PV maximizes at the pole (black lines in Fig. 9a). De-638

creasing the rotation rate results in two main responses:639

the jet shifts poleward, and the background vorticity640

(i.e., the Coriolis parameter f) weakens. The combina-641

tion of these changes results in a global maximum of PV642

poleward of the jet, with the maximum PV gradient is643

still close to the maximum winds. In intermediate rota-644

tion rates, where the jet is not too close to the pole, this645

results in an annular PV (e.g., Ω = 1/4, blue curves in646

Fig. 9a). For slow rotation the jet is close to the pole647

and maximum PV is at the pole (e.g., Ω = 1/16, red648

curves in Fig. 9a).649

Increasing the obliquity shifts the jet poleward and650

and makes it narrower (black to blue to red dashed651

curves in Fig. 9b). This, in turn, increases the effect652

of relative vorticity, allowing, in some cases for an annu-653

lar PV to persist (Fig. 9b). Increasing the orbital period654

also results in a shift poleward of the vortex; however,655

the narrowing effect seen with increasing obliquity is less656

dominant (Fig. 9c).657

There is a trade-off between increasing obliquity and658

decreasing rotation rate when considering the polar vor-659

tex PV structure. For fast rotation rates, cases with660

high obliquity have annular PV (Fig. 9b), and as the ro-661

tation rate decreases, it shifts to a monopolar PV, as the662

polar vortex is closer to the pole (Fig. 9a). An opposite663

effect occurs at low obliquity values. For fast rotation664

rates, the PV is monopolar, while for the same obliq-665

uity value, an annular PV can persist in slower rotation666

rates, up to the point where the vortex reaches close to667

the pole (Fig. 11)668

The above analysis focused on the winter polar vor-669

tex. However, for slow rotation rates and high obliquity670

the dominant jet is in the summer hemisphere (Guen-671

delman et al. 2021). The PV structure of the summer672

hemisphere polar vortex for different values of obliquity673

are shown in Fig. 10. For low obliquity, the low-level674

jet is not fully developed, and the dominant jet in the675

summer hemisphere is the subtropical jet. Due to the676

slow rotation, the PV has an annular structure (black677

lines in Fig. 10), similar to the winter polar vortex in678

intermediate rotation rates. For higher obliquities (blue679

and red lines in Fig. 10) the low-level summer jet dom-680

inates, and there is a step-like structure, where PV in681

the poleward flank of the vortex is constant with steep682

PV gradients equatorward and poleward of it.683

The PV characteristics changes not only with the684

planetary parameters but also during the seasonal cycle,685

and the PV can shift between monopolar and annular686

during the year. Fig 11 shows the seasonal cycle of PV687

Figure 10. PV (solid) and zonal mean zonal wind (dashed)
meridional structure in the summer hemisphere for different
parameter values for a temporal mean of days 180-240 and
vertically averaged between σ = 0.5 and σ = 0.85. Each line
is normalized by its maximum value in the summer hemi-
sphere. Black is for γ = 20◦, blue is for γ = 50◦ and red is
for γ = 80◦, other parameters are constant with ω = 1 and
Ω = 1/16.

(shading) and zonal mean zonal wind for different val-688

ues of rotation rate with γ = 30◦ and ω = 1. At fast689

rotation rate (Ω = 1, top panel in Fig. 11), similar to690

the seasonal mean, in the jet vicinity there is a local691

PV maximum, however the global maximum is at the692

pole. At lower rotation rates, there are cases where the693

polar vortex has an annular PV during the entire win-694

ter (Ω = 1/2 second panel in Fig. 11 ). However, for695

slow rotation rates (Ω ≤ 1/4, bottom three panels in696

Fig. 11) the polar vortex PV shifts between annular and697

monopolar.698

To get a better intuition for why there exists an an-699

nular PV in some parts of the parameter space, it is in-700

sightful to consider the case where ∂pθ is approximately701

constant. The main variations in the zonal-mean PV702

are then due to the competing effects of the planetary703

vorticity, i.e., the Coriolis term f = 2Ω sinϕ and the704

zonal-mean relative vorticity ζ = 1
a cosϕ

∂
∂ϕ (u cosϕ). The705

rotation rate is the only parameter that contributes to706

changes in the background planetary vorticity, but all707

the parameters can cause changes in meridional struc-708

ture of the zonal wind (and hence the relative vorticity).709

Changes in the zonal wind can be expressed as changes710

in the latitude, strength, and width of the jet, and to711

better understand the role of these jet characteristics on712

the PV structure, we assume a Gaussian jet of the form713

U = U0 exp

[
− (ϕ+ ϕ0)

2

2ϕ2
w

]
. (5)714

This corresponds to a jet centered around latitude −ϕ0715

with a characteristic width of ϕw and a strength of U0.716

The effect of independent changes in the jet strength,717
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Figure 11. The potential vorticity (shading, 10−6
Km2s−1Kg−1) and zonal mean zonal wind (contours, con-
tour interval 10ms−1) seasonal cycle at a height of σ = 0.5
for different values of rotation rates (Ω) with γ = 30◦ and
ω = 1.

latitude, and width, as well as rotation rate are shown718

in Fig. 12. The rotation rate has the most significant719

effect on the PV structure, with annular vortex occur-720

ring as rotation rate decreases. The changes in jet char-721

acteristics have a comparable impact on the meridional722

structure of the PV near the jet, but whether this causes723

an annular structure (higher or lower values at the pole724

than at the jet) differs between characteristics. Chang-725

ing the strength or width of the jet changes the PV726

gradients at jet, and can lead to a local maximum, but727

Figure 12. The value of f + ζ normalized (each line is
normalized by its maximum) using Eq. 5 for the zonal mean
zonal wind for different vortex strengths (a, U0 = 10, black,
U0 = 30, blue, U0 = 60, red), Vortex latitude (b, ϕ0 = 35◦,
black, ϕ0 = 50◦, blue, ϕ0 = 65◦, red), Vortex width (c,
ϕw = 20◦, black, ϕw = 10◦, blue, ϕw = 3◦, red) and rotation
rates (d, Ω = 1, black, Ω = 1/4, blue, Ω = 1/16, red).
Default parameter values are U0 = 30, ϕ0 = 35◦, ϕw = 10◦,
Ω = 1.

not an annular vortex (for jets centered around 35◦)728

(Fig. 12a,c). However, moving the jet towards the pole729

can form an annular structure, especially when the jet is730

at high latitudes, but not too close to the pole (Fig. 12b).731

This is a result of the weak planetary vorticity gradients732

at high latitudes, which means a relatively small effect733

from ζ can result in an annular structure. Note that734

this analysis is highly simplified, but can provide insight735

into the effect of the different planetary parameters on736

the PV structure. For example, decreasing the rotation737

rate not only decreases the planetary vorticity, but also738

causes a poleward shift of the jet (Fig. 9a), both con-739

tributing to the annular PV in the intermediate rotation740

rates (for slow rotation the jet is too close to the pole in741

slow rotation rates, resulting in a monopolar PV). Alter-742

natively, as the obliquity increases, the vortex goes more743

poleward and becomes narrower, which results in annu-744

lar PV for high obliquity and fast rotation rate (Fig. 9).745

6. CONCLUSIONS746

We have examined the dependence of the structure747

and seasonal characteristics of polar vortices in terres-748

trial planets on obliquity, orbital period, and rotation749

rate. For parameters close to Earth, the simulated vor-750

tex structure and evolution is similar to the observed on751
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Earth (Fig. 3). However, away from Earth’s parameters752

we find a wide range in the vortex characteristics and753

seasonality. Specifically, in addition to the Earth-like754

regime, we identify the following regimes:755

1. Weak seasonality, normal climate: The jet is in756

the low- and mid-latitudes with weak seasonality.757

This regime occurs in obliquities lower than ∼ 54◦758

and short orbital periods (ω ≤ 1/8).759

2. Weak seasonality, reversed climate: The temper-760

ature latitudinal profile in these cases is reversed,761

with maximum temprature at the poles and min-762

imum at the equator. The flow is dominated by763

a wide equatorial westerly jet, with essentially no764

polar vortex (Fig. 4). This regime occurs in obliq-765

uities higher than ∼ 54◦ and short orbital periods766

(ω ≤ 1/8)767

3. Winter jet weakening: The jet experiences a weak-768

ening during midwinter. This weakening results769

from the winter Hadley circulation spanning from770

one pole to the other with air descending close to771

the winter pole and warming these regions adi-772

abatically. As a result, the meridional tempera-773

ture gradients are flat during midwinter, and the774

jet weakens. This regime occurs for slow rotation775

rates with high enough obliquity (γ ≥ 30◦, de-776

pending on the rotation rate and orbital period).777

4. Late winter jet split: The polar jet splits during778

late winter and spring as the Hadley circulation779

contracts, and becomes more hemispherically sym-780

metric. The jet shifts equatorward and splits into781

its thermally- and eddy- driven components, with782

the thermally-driven jet located at the edge of the783

Hadley circulation. This regime occurs for cases784

with long enough orbital period.785

5. Double jet with varied seasonality: The zonal786

mean zonal wind exhibits a complex seasonal cy-787

cle with periods of a double jet and a merged jet,788

together with a jet weakening during midwinter.789

In this cases, the temperature structure at the top790

of the atmosphere is reversed with the warmest791

high-level temperatures at the pole. As a result,792

in addition to the jet at the edge of the Hadley cell,793

there is a thermally driven jet that is disconnected794

from the Hadley circulation during the transition795

seasons. During winter, as the Hadley circulation796

expand to higher latitudes the jets merge. Addi-797

tionally, due to the high latitude being warm in798

high levels, meridional temperature gradients are799

flat, and there is a weakening of the polar vor-800

tex during midwinter. This regime occurs at high801

obliquities and intermediate-slow rotation rates.802

Although our model is idealized, our results are not803

detached from the natural world as similar behaviors804

seen in our simulations are observed in the solar system805

terrestrial planets. In addition to the Earth-like regime806

which corresponds also to the polar vortex seasonal cycle807

on Mars (e.g., Waugh et al. 2016), the winter jet weak-808

ening regime has some similarities to the seasonal cycle809

of Titan’s polar vortex. There are increasing evidence810

that Titan’s polar vortex exhibits sudden warming dur-811

ing midwinter (Teanby et al. 2019). Additionally, Titan812

atmospheric models also show a midwinter polar vortex813

weakening (Lora et al. 2015). Both the model results814

and the observed warming of the vortex align well with815

our simulations. At slow rotation rates, during mid-816

winter, the circulation expands, and there is a warming817

of polar latitudes resulting from air descending there.818

This polar warming and the wide Hadley circulation819

flattens the meridional temperature gradient resulting820

in a weaker vortex during midwinter.821

We have also found other distinct polar vortex behav-822

iors, that have no counterpart in our solar system. Some823

of this, such as the normal and reverse weak seasonal-824

ity regimes were previously studied in studies that ne-825

glected the seasonal cycle (e.g., Kaspi & Showman 2015;826

Kang et al. 2019), and can be relevant for planets with827

a massive atmosphere, cold planets (high atmospheric828

radiative timescale), or ocean worlds (high surface ther-829

mal inertia) such that they experience a weak seasonal830

cycle. Others, such as the double jet regime, were not831

previously studied. A feature unique to the double jet832

regime is the vertical temperature structure close to the833

pole, where at high obliquities, there is a strong reversal834

of temperature gradients with maximum temperature835

at the pole in high levels. Given the simplified radiation836

scheme used in this model, there is a need to explore837

the sensitivity of the temperature response to different838

radiative parameters such as the long- and short-wave839

optical depths and how it is sensitive to different radia-840

tion schemes.841

In addition, we have also shown that the potential842

vorticity (PV) meridional structure of the polar vor-843

tices can be very different from Earth’s polar vortices.844

On Earth, the maximum PV is at the vortex center,845

but we have shown that annular PV is not uncommon846

within the planetary parameter space explored. Across847

the parameter space there is high (absolute) PV pole-848

ward of the jet, with large meridional PV gradients at849

the jet. However, the details vary with the parameters.850

In particular, the gradients of PV within the vortex vary,851
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with cases with a monotonic increase in PV towards the852

pole (monopolar vortex, similar to Earth’s polar vor-853

tex), global PV maximum around the peak winds and854

a decrease towards the pole (annular vortex, similar to855

Mars’s and Titan’s polar vortex), or a local maximum856

of PV close to the jet and a global maximum at the857

pole. These variations depend on the planetary poten-858

tial vorticity (i.e., rotation rate) and the vortex charac-859

teristics, mainly the vortex latitude, width, and strength860

that depend on the different planetary parameters. It is861

important to note that similarly to Scott et al. (2020),862

the maintenance of an annular PV in these simulations863

is mainly a result of Hadley circulation transport. This864

suggests that although on Mars, where there is a need865

for latent forcing to maintain an annular PV (Seviour866

et al. 2017), this is not needed in general.867

We have also shown the appearance of storm activ-868

ity suppression during midwinter, when the jet is the869

strongest. This suppression of storms during midwinter870

is also observed on Earth (e.g., Nakamura 1992; Afargan871

& Kaspi 2017) and on Mars (e.g., Lewis et al. 2016).872

However, the suppression of storm activity on Earth,873

Mars and our simulations shows different characteris-874

tics one from another. For example, on Earth the jet875

becomes more thermally driven and shift equatorward876

during midwinter (e.g., Yuval et al. 2018), which does877

not occur in our simulations. Unlike Earth and our sim-878

ulations, the suppression of baroclinic activity on Mars879

is confined to lower levels close to the surface (e.g., Lewis880

et al. 2016). Yet, the existence of midwinter minimum881

in our simulations aligns with other explanations such882

as the jet narrowing as it strengthens (Harnik & Chang883

2004) or a threshold in the jet strength (Hadas & Kaspi884

2021). The differences in characteristics between the885

planets and with our simulations need further study886

to explore how planetary parameters and atmospheric887

characteristics affect the relation between storms and888

the polar vortex.889

The fact that the polar vortices in our idealized model890

have jet strength, seasonality and PV structure compa-891

rable to the observed polar vortices on terrestrial planets892

suggest that the dynamics observed on the solar system893

terrestrial planets relate to basic dynamical processes894

that occur in planetary atmospheres rather than spe-895

cific processes that occur in a specific planet’s atmo-896

sphere. This, in turn, suggest that on planets outside of897

the solar system, there will be a large variety of climates898

that can also vary significantly during the seasonal cycle899

depending on the planetary parameters. This can also900

substantially impact future observations from planets,901

and future studies need to account for this variability.902
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